1. REMOVE BACK 2 BOLTS ON RECEIVER AND LOOSEN FRONT 2 BOLTS ON EACH SIDE AND LET RECEIVER HITCH HANG DOWN.
2. IF REAR BUMPER HAS SENSORS, REMOVE SENSORS FROM FACTORY BUMPER AND SECURE TO FRAME SO THEY DON’T GET DAMAGED. DO NOT CUT SENSOR WIRES!!!!!
3. UNPLUG LICENSE PLATE LIGHTS
4. REMOVE FACTORY BUMPER
5. INSTALL SENSOR GROMMETS INTO GAGE BUMPER IF REQUIRED
6. POSITION GAGE BUMPER INTO PLACE
7. RAISE RECEIVER HITCH INTO PLACE AND INSERT THE ½” X 2” BOLTS THROUGH THE SIDES AND BOTTOM
8. TIGHTEN BOLTS, BOTTOM FIRST CHECK AND RETIGHTEN BOLTS PERIODICALLY TO MAKE SURE BUMPER STAYS SECURE
9. INSTALL SENSORS, IF REQUIRED, INTO GROMMETS. USE SILICON TO HELP KEEP SENSORS IN PLACE. INSTALL LICENSE PLATE LIGHT

AFTERMARKET BUMPERS FIT SEVERAL MODEL YEARS, SOME ADJUSTMENTS FOR PROPER FIT MAYBE REQUIRED